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Nicolas Kämmerer
List position 1

„Overcoming differences and 
pulling together. That‘s the way 
local politics has to be worked out 
to make an innovative city also 
sustainable.
Unification instead of polarization 
is on the ballot on March 14!“

Jana Wilke
List position 2

„I want a Darmstadt for everyone, 
therefore: transparent politics, 
so that citizens can get involved. 
Advance digitalization, for 
a barrier-free Darmstadt. 
Sustainable development, so that 
the city remains livable. “

Frederik Jobst
List position 3

„I want to initiate policies today 
that will ensure that we will call 
Darmstadt our livable home 
tomorrow. European pioneers like 
Copenhagen show us that climate 
protection and quality of life go 
hand in hand.“

Ana Lena Herrling
List position 4

„Volt‘s task is to better integrate 
Darmstadt into Europe in order to 
make better use of the diversity of 
the community of states. In doing 
so, equal opportunities, tolerance 
and transparency in political work 
are very important to me.“
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Darmstadt‘s future
Volt brings new excitement to politics: 
from Darmstadt to Europe.
We know that we can overcome the great 
challenges of our time only together. Our 
goal is a future in which everyone has a 
voice that is heard.
We do not think in terms of right or left, 
but look for answers that are based on 
facts and address the core of the problems.

Our strategy: Best Practices!
This means that we look for exemplary 
solutions from politics and society  
throughout Europe and transfer them to 
other countries, regions or cities.  
Join us in shaping the Darmstadt of tomor-
row!

 ... a climate oasis!
We demand the complete decarboniza-
tion of the city
> City economy CO2-free by 2035

> Achieving the goals of the climate 
strategy by consistently intervening 
when goals are missed

> Use available European and national 
funding, because climate protection 
must not fail because of money

We want to create a climate oasis
> Greening the city with a plan: for insect 

protection and against pollen count

> Green roofs, green facades: We let 
nature cool for us and don‘t heat 
up the city with more and more air 
conditioning.

> For a Darmstadt forest that is bursting 
with biodiversity and thus defies 
climate change

 ... a mobile city!
Without public transport and bicycles, 
no one can reach the climate goal.
> Make bicycles and public transport the 

main means of transport by expanding 
the infrastructure.

> Public transport: cheaper and faster 
through automation

> Park+Ride stations connected to the 
public transport system

> Introduction of a DA mobility app 
for all Darmstadt residents and the 
surrounding area

 ... a city for all!
Long-term protection against excessive 
rents

 > A housing offensive with a strategy 
to sustainably improve the housing 
situation and quality of life.

 > Bauverein AG as a socially responsible 
landlord

 > New, affordable housing creates life for 
young families, students and retirees. 

 > Systematically identifying and 
promoting potential for ecological 
redensification, taking European pilot 
projects as a model.

 > Innovative urban development 
concepts for transformation instead of 
expansion.

 ... a community!
Create transparency
> City council meetings for all, live and on 

demand.

> Open Government Data: easy and 
user-friendly access to parliamentary 
information.

Strengthen citizen participation
> broader publicity and more public 

relations work

> Design low-threshold offerings, e.g., 
through better digital platforms

Making Darmstadt a true European  

digital city
> Open Public Data: public data as an 

economic factor and innovation driver

 

 

Many ideas, so little space 
You can find more information about our 
election program on our website.
www.voltdarmstadt.org/programme


